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3 DIGITAL ELECTRONICS. 

4 h Classroom, computer room unit3.pps , w/s A/B, computers+software 

Slides for unit 3: 

1. Title. 

2. 1: binary system and switches. 

3. 1: answers. 

4. 2a: binary from 1 to 16. 

5. 2a: answers. 

6. 2b: convert binary to decimal. 

7. 2b: answers. 

8. 2c: convert decimal to binary. 

9. 2c: answers. 

10. Example of binary addition. 

11. 3a: binary additions. 

12. 3a: answers. 

13. Introduction to Boolean logic. 

14. 4a: Boolean operators. 

15. 4a: answers. 

16. Gates and truth tables. 

17. 4b: inverter, and gates. 

18. 4b: answers. 

19. 4b: or, nand gates. 

20. 4b: answers. 

21. 4b: nor, xor gates. 

22. 4b: answers. 

23. 4c: gate symbols description. 

24. 4d: logic Venn diagrams. 

25. 4d: answers. 

26. Gates with electrical switches. 

27. 5: gates with transistors. 

28. 5: answers. 

29. 6a: simple logic circuit. 

30. 6a: answers. 

31. 6b: logic circuit. 

32. 6b: answers. 

33. 7: describe a circuit A/B. 

34. 7: circuits A and B. 

35. 8: complex logic circuit. 

36. 8: answers. 

37. Design process. 

38. 9a: design automatic light. 

39. 9a: answers. 

40. 9b: design alarm system. 

41. 9b: answers. 
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3.1 The binary numeral system. 

1 h Classroom unit3.pps 

 

Activity 1 Individual unit3.pps (2,3) 

 This is a lead-in activity. Students have to read the introduction text and answer the 3 

questions. Use slide 2. 

 The answers are not in the text. They have to remember from unit 1 questions 1 and 2.  

 They have to guess the last one. You can elicit the word “bit” easily as it has been adopted 

by all languages in the same form. 

 Answers are on slide 3. 

The DECIMAL system, or base-10, represents numeric values using 10 symbols: 0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

The BINARY numeral system, or base-2 number system, represents numeric values 

using two symbols, 0 and 1. 

Binary numbers are closely related to digital electronics. With digital electronics a ‘1’ 

means that a voltage signal is high and ‘0’ means it is low. The binary system is 

used internally by all modern computers. 

 K1  What electronic component can work as a binary switch? The transistor. 

When we put together many of them in a single piece of silicon it is called an 

integrated circuit (IC). 

In computing and telecommunications a binary digit is called a bit. It is the basic unit of 

information in a binary system. 

Activity 2a Individual unit3.pps (4,5) 

 There is a rule to make number and binary but students should be able to complete the 

missing numbers in the sequence without formally stating the rule.  

 Show the series on slide 4. Give them time to try to solve the sequence. Start checking 

number by number to allow all students to understand the method. 

 The complete series is on slide 5. 

 

 K2a  The binary system is positional, like the decimal one. To count in binary we put 

in “ones” from the right. Look at the table on the right and try to figure out the rule. Fill in 

the missing digits. 
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Activity 2b Individual, pairs unit3.pps (6,7) 

 Present slide 6 to explain the conversion process through the example. It is quite visual. 

 Put students to work individually and check each point with their partner. 

 Answers are on slide 7 but it would be better to correct the activity number by number with 

some waiting time in between. 

 At the end you can explain that the weight comes from 2x10
position

 in binary, the same way 

that the decimal weight is 10x10
position

 in decimal. This would allow them to convert any 

number. 

 K2b  It is easy to CONVERT any binary number to decimal because each position 

has a weight. Look at the example and convert binary numbers b), c) and d) to decimal. 

Check the answers with your partner. 

 

 

Activity 2c Individual, pairs unit3.pps (8, 9) 

 This time students should to the process in reverse. Again, they should work individually and 

check answers with their partners. 

 If you detect any difficulties tell them that the right way to do it is putting ones in the highest 

possible position until the addition gives the desired decimal number. 

 The empty activity is on slide 8 and the answers are on the 9
th

 slide.  

  

Binary Decimal Binary Decimal 

0 
1 

10 
11 

100 
101 
110 
111 

1000 
1001 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

10000 
10001 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

 Binary 
Binary weight 

Decimal 
32 16 8 4 2 1 

a) 001100 0 0 1 1 0 0 8+4=12 

b) 010101 0 1 0 1 0 1 16+4+1=21 

c) 101010 1 0 1 0 1 0 32+8+2=42 

d) 100001 1 0 0 0 0 1 32+1=33 

What is the decimal equivalent of one one zero? 
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 K2c  In order to convert from decimal to binary you have to do the inverse process. 

Convert the following numbers and check your answers with your partner orally. 

 

 

 

 

Adding binary numbers is a very simple task. As with decimal numbers, you start by 

adding the bits (digits) from right to left: 

Rules Examples 

 0+0   =  0 

 1+0   =  1 

 0+1   =  1 

 1+1   = 10 

 1+1+1 = 11 

                11  1          11 

  1001100      1001001      1000111 

+ 0010010    + 0011101    + 1010110 

---------    ---------    --------- 

  1011110      1100110     10011101 

It is also possible to subtract, multiply and divide. This is how electronic devices 

operate.  

 K3a  Add the following numbers. Your teacher will ask some of you to read the 

additions to all the class. Follow the example and practise reading the procedure to 
prepare.  

 

 

 

 

  

 Decimal 
Binary weight 

Binary 
32 16 8 4 2 1 

a) 41 1 0 1 0 0 1 101001 

b) 20 0 1 0 1 0 0 010100 

c) 33 1 0 0 0 0 1 100001 

d) 63 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111 

Activity 3a Individual, pairs unit3.pps (10, 11, 12) 

 Show slide 10 and explain the rules to add binary numbers. Read the example with 3 digits. 

 Go through the other three examples. Get some students to read them. 

 Move on to slide 11. Students should calculate the two additions individually. When they 

finish they can read their operations to their partners. 

 Check results getting some students to read the operations for all the class. The solutions are 

on slide 12. Make them aware that electronic machines operate this way because they are 

based on transistors that work as switches, with only 2 states. 

One plus one equals zero and I carry one. 

One plus zero plus zero equals one. 

Zero plus one equals one. 

The result is one one zero in binary, 

which is six in decimal. 

     1 

    001 (1) 

  + 101 (4+1=5) 

  ----- 

    110 (4+2=6) 
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3.2 Boolean logic. Logic gates. 

1,5 h Classroom unit3.pps 

 

Activity 4a Individual unit3.pps (13, 14, 15) 

 Introduce Boolean logic with slide 13. Ask students to imagine where to put Boolean logic 

development on the time line about electronics history that they did in unit 1. 

 Ask students to read the text about logical operators and extract information to fill in the 

table. 

 Show answers on slide 15. Tell them that from this moment they will use the electronics 

expressions to describe logic systems. 

 Stress the difference between arithmetic operations and logic operations. Usually electronic 

circuits do arithmetic and logic operations. It is very important to know when binary digits 

are numbers or logic states. 

In the last lesson you used BINARY DIGITS to represent 

NUMERIC VALUES. 

BINARY DIGITS can also be used to represent LOGIC 

STATES like “true” (1) or “false” (0). 

BOOLEAN LOGIC (or Boolean algebra) is a complete 

system for logical mathematical operations. It was developed 

by the English Mathematician and philosopher George Boole 

in the 1840s.  Boolean logic has many applications in 

electronics, computer hardware and software, and is the 

basis of all modern digital electronics. 

These are examples of Boolean operations: 

1 or 0 = 1 1 and 0 =0 not 0 =1 1 and 1= 1 0 or 0 = 0 not 1 = 0 

 K4a  Read the text about Boolean operation 

representation and fill in the table with the 

expressions below. 

Boolean algebra is based on these logical 

operations: conjunction x ∧ y (AND), disjunction 

x ∨ y (OR), and complement or negation ¬x 

(NOT). 

General Maths Electronics 

a AND b a ∧ b a ·b 

a OR b a ∨  b a + b 

NOT a ¬a a 

 a)  1   

    0011 (2+1=3)  

  + 1010 (8+2=10)  

  ------ 

    1101 (8+4+1=13) 

  

 b) 111          

    1011 (8+2+1=11)  

  + 0111 (4+2+1=7) 

  ------ 

   10010 (16+2)=18) 

  

George Boole (1815-1864) 
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In electronics, the AND is represented as a multiplication, the OR is represented as an 

addition, and the NOT is represented with an overbar 

a ∨  b a a ·b ¬a a + b a ∧ b 

 

 

Digital circuits are built from simple on/off switches called GATES. These gates have 

two states: logic high (ON or 1) and logic low (OFF or 0). TRUTH TABLES are used to 

analyse all the possible alternative states of a digital circuit.  

You can see the gates symbols on next page. There are two sets of symbols for gates: 

The traditional ones from America and the new square symbols, a standard by the IEC 

(International Electrotechnical Commission). You should use the IEC symbols. Anyway 

the traditional ones are still widely used for simple gates.  

 K4b  Read the gate descriptions and fill in the truth table for each one.  

NOT gate: A NOT gate or inverter has just one input. The output is ON if the input is 

OFF, and OFF if the input is ON.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

AND gate: The output is ON (1) if both input signals are ON (1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 4b Individual unit3.pps (16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22) 

 Explain to the students that binary and logic maths can be programmed in a computer or 

implemented with circuits. In the last case we need circuits with wires that carry voltage or 

not (1 or 0). As with analogue components, symbols are used to represent the physical 

devices that do the operations (gates). 

 Make them aware that symbols and circuits are a global language. For that we need 

international standards agreed on by international organisations. 

 Use slides 17, 19 and 21 to show the main logic gates. Help them to fully understand the 

functional descriptions before they fill in the truth tables. 

 Answers are on slides 18, 20 and 22. You can tell them that there are gates with more input. 

Ask them to predict how a three-input AND or OR gate works. 

A Y 

0 1 

1 0 

A B Y 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

& 

B 

A 
Y 

AND IEC symbol  AND symbol  

Y=A·B  

Y=A  

NOT symbol  NOT IEC symbol  

1 A Y 
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OR gate: The output is ON if either or both inputs are ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAND gate: The output is ON unless both inputs are ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOR gate: The output is ON if both inputs are OFF. 

 

 

 

 

XOR gate: The output is ON if one input is ON and the other is OFF, but will not work if 

both are ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 4c Individual unit3.pps (23) 

 The purpose of this activity is that the students memorize the logic gate symbols. They are 

going to get more familiar with them in the rest of activities. So, don’t assign too much time 

to this activity. 

 They will work in pairs to describe the gate functions and the IEC symbol. Some more able 

students will be able to memorise both symbols. 

 You can show a model dialogue on slide 23. You can let them check in the last activity but at 

the end they should be able to do it without looking. 

 

 4c  Let’s test if you remember the IEC symbols and the truth tables. In turns, choose 

one gate and ask your partner for the function description and the IEC symbol gate. 

Here you have an example: 

 

A B Y 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

A B Y 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

A B Y 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

A B Y 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

≥1 

B 

A 
Y 

AND IEC symbol  AND symbol  

Y=A+B  

Y= A·B  
& 

A 
Y 

B 

Y= A+B  ≥1 
A 

Y 
B 

NAND symbol  NAND IEC symbol  

NOR IEC symbol  NOR symbol  

XOR IEC symbol  XOR symbol  

=1 

B 

A 
Y 

Y= A + B  

In a NAND gate the output is 0 when both 

inputs are 1. 

It is a square with a “&” symbol inside and 
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Activity 4d Individual unit3.pps (24, 25) 

 Logic functions are the basis of Venn diagrams. This more visual representation can help 

many students but others can find it difficult at first, especially when one of the variables is 

negated. 

 Students have to match logic expressions with Venn diagrams. Start with slide 24 and do one 

or two matches with the whole class. Let them finish it individually. You can show the 

completed activity on slide 25. 

 

 4d  It is possible to represent logic functions with Venn diagrams. Look at the 

examples. Then identify the 8 diagrams as a·b, a·b, a+b, a+b, a+b, a + b, a·b, a+b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

a·b 

 
 

a+b 

 
 

a  +  b  

 
 

a·b  

 
 

a+b 

 
 

a·b 

 
 

a+b 

 
 

a+b  

 

 

Activity 5 Individual unit3.pps (26, 27, 28) 

a 
a 

a·b  

Can you explain how a NAND gate works? 

What is the symbol of a NAND Gate? 
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 You are going to relate logic gates to technologies they already know. Start with the switches 

on slide 26. Then show slide 27 with the two circuits. Explain that transistors can be 

combined like the switches and controlled by electric signals. The gates are the inputs and 

the collector voltage is the output.  

 Let students analyse the circuits and fill in the blank with the help of the word bank. 

 Check answers on slide 28 and discuss the circuits with the class.  

 K5  Logic functions can be implemented electrically with switches as in these 

examples. 

 

 

a) AND: The output will only be on when both switches A and B are on. 

b) OR: The output will go on if either switch A or B is on. 

 

Real electronic gates are implemented with transistors. High voltage means 1 and low 

voltage means 0. These are simplified circuits of a NAND and a NOR gate. Think how 

the circuits work and fill in the blanks with these words: 

parallel high low NAND series NOR 

 

In circuit “a” both transistors are connected in series. The output will go low only when 

both inputs are high. So it is a NAND gate. 

In circuit “b” both transistors are connected in parallel. If either input goes up the output 

goes low. So it is a NOR gate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Logic circuits. 

Vcc 

A 

- 

B 

Y 

A 

B 
A+B 

A B 

A·B 

Vcc 

A B 

Y 

a) b) 

b) a) 
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1,5 h Classroom unit3.pps 

Logic circuits can have many gates, many inputs and more than one output. In this 

lesson we are going to work with circuits that have a maximum of 3 inputs and 1 output. 

 K6a  The diagram below shows a 

complex logic gate combining two 

simple gates. There are three inputs 

and eight possible outcomes. To 

complete a truth table go row by row. 

For each combination of input find 

first D and then Q. 

The two first combinations of the truth 

table are done as an example. 

Complete the 6 remaining values. 

Expression: Q=A·B+C 

 

 

Activity 6b Individual, pairs unit3.pps (31, 32) 

 Ask students to get the diagram and the expression first. Check the right expression before 

they start with the truth table. They may check answers with their partner. 

 Correct the truth table with slide 32 or go row by row writing the logic values on the circuit 

if students need it.  

 

Activity 6a Individual, class unit3.pps (29, 30) 

 Get the expression first. Explain that in this case it is not necessary to use parentheses 

because the general precedence rule. AND operator is applied before the OR function as 

multiplication is applied before addition.  A·B+C=(A·B)+C but different from A·(B+C). 

 Do this activity with the whole class row by row. Leave some time in between so that 

students can try by themselves.  

A B C Q 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Q=0·0+1=0+1=1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Q=0·0+0=0+0=0 

0 

0 
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 K6b  For the next circuit find the expression, draw the gate diagram with the 

traditional symbols and complete the truth table. 

Expression: Q = A · (B+C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 7 Pairs unit3.pps (33, 34), worksheets A/B 

 Put students into pairs. Show the example of description on slide 33. Give students A and B 

worksheets A/B. First, students A have to describe the circuit in their worksheet to students 

B. Students B have to draw it in their workbook. Then the other way round. 

 Next students A and B have to work individually to get the expressions and the truth table. 

 When they finish get them to check each other’s activity. Then you can show slide 34 with 

both circuits, expressions and truth tables. 

 

 K7  You have to describe orally a logic circuit from the A/B worksheet to your 

partner. Your partner will describe one for you. Draw the diagram using IEC symbols. 

Then you must find the logic expression and fill in the logic table. Finally check results 

with your partner. 

 This is an example of descriptions for the circuit in exercise 6b: 

 

 

 

 

 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 0 IEC diagram 

Traditional diagram 

Input A is fed to an inverter. The output from the inverter is called D. Inputs 

B and C are fed into a NOR gate, whose output is called E. D and E are fed 

through an AND gate to output Q. 
 

IEC diagram 
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Circuit A to B.  
 
Expression: Q = A + B · C 

 

 

 

 

Circuit B to A.  
 

Expression: Q = (A+B) · C 

 

 

 

Activity 8 Individual unit3.pps (35, 36) 

 This circuit is a bit more difficult: it includes 4 gates, input A is used twice and the XOR 

gate is used for the first time. 

 Students have to get the expression and draw the circuit with ANSI symbols first. Check 

they have got it ok before starting the truth table. 

   

 K8  For the next circuit find the expression, draw the gate diagram with the 

traditional symbols and complete the truth table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A B C Q 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 
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 Expression:  Q = A · (A + (B + C)) 

 Traditional diagram: 

 

 

Example for exercise 9: 

DESIGN A LOGIC SYSTEM to control heating like this: In automatic mode heating 

must be on when it is cold and there is somebody inside. In forced mode heating is 

always on. 

Inputs: 

A: temperature (0 cold, 1 warm) 

B: presence (0 nobody, 1 somebody) 

C: mode (0 automatic, 1 forced) 

 Output: 

Q= heating (0 off, 1 on) 

 

Design process: 

 

Heating= (NOT temperature AND presence) OR mode 

Q=( A · B ) + C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 0 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 

Translate statements into a 

logic expression 

Design the logic diagram 

Fill in the truth table to test 

all combinations. 

Ok? 
No 

END 

Yes 
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Activity 9a, 9b Individual, pairs unit3.pps (37, 38, 39, 40, 41) 

 Explain the design process using the example on slide 37. Focus on getting the expression 

from the problem definition. Afterwards, getting the circuit should be easy. 

 In order to check the design, ask students to fill in the truth table to see if the specifications 

are met. For example, for the first row of the sample design it would be like this: When the 

temperature is cold, there is nobody and mode is automatic heating is off. 

 Students should try to do the designs individually. Get a student to do them on the board. Get 

different students to read aloud line by line to check if it fits the instructions.  

 Instructions for design 9a are on slide 38 and the answers on slide 39. Slides 40 and 41 are 

for design 9b. 

 K9a  Design a logic system to control an automatic light like this: The light must 

come on when it is dark and somebody passes in front of it. 

Inputs: 

A: presence (0 nobody, 1 somebody) 

B: light_sensor (0 dark, 1 light) 

 Output: 

Q= light (0 off, 1 on) 

 

Expression: light = presence AND (NOT light_sensor) 

Q= A · B  

Diagram:  

 

 

 K9b  Design a logic system to control an alarm bell like this: the alarm bell must ring 

when the alarm switch is on and either the window or the door are opened. 

Inputs: 

A: window_open(0 closed, 1 open) 

B: door_open (0 closed, 1 open) 

C: alarm_on (0 off, 1 on) 

 Output: 

Q= alarm_bell (0 off, 1 on) 

 

Expression: Q= (A + B) · C  

alarm_bell = (window_open OR door_open) AND alarm_on 

Diagram: 

 

 

  

A B Q 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 
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Self assessment:  Students have to reflect on what they have learnt. Show slide 42 

and tell them that they should review the parts of the lesson where they don’t answer 

yes. 

 

QUESTION No 
More 

or less 
Yes 

Can I convert between decimal and binary?    

Can I add binary numbers?     

Can I operate using Boole algebra?    

Can I translate logical expressions to gates?    

Can I obtain truth tables from a logic system?    

Can I use simulators to analyse logic systems?    

Can I design logic circuits in order to solve simple 
technological problems? 
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3.4 Simulation work. 

3 h Computer room logisim software 

The instructions to install the logisim free software are on page 7. Students can download it and 

practise with their own computers from this web page. 

http://ozark.hendrix.edu/~burch/logisim/index.html. 

Students have to build 6 circuits. The teacher can do some demonstrations at the beginning but 

the students should be encouraged to discover the programme features by themselves and to use 

the help menu. 

The language for electronics has been taught throughout unit 3. If they lack ICT vocabulary, it 

can be taught during the demonstration for practice 1. 

3.4.1 Logisim basics. 

1 h Computer room logisim software 

 Practice 1:  Follow the tutorial to create a XOR gate with AND, OR and NOT gates. 

Students have to follow the tutorial 

to build an XOR gate. Go to 

help/tutorial menu to find it. 

You can either ask students to work 

by themselves or do a demonstration. 

Logisim works with ANSI symbols 

by default. To change to IEC symbols go to 

Window/preferences and choose rectangular gate 

shape. 

Show students how to get the logic expression 

and the truth table once the circuit is finished. 
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 Practice 2:  Build and simulate a circuit. 

Students have to revisit the design they did in activity 9b and build it with logisim on their own. 

Design a logic system to control an alarm bell like this: the alarm bell must ring when the alarm 

switch is on and either the window or the door is opened. 

Inputs: 

A: window_open(0 closed, 1 open) 

B: door_open (0 closed, 1 open) 

C: alarm_on (0 off, 1 on)  

Output: 

Q= alarm_bell (0 off, 1 on) 

Q= (A + B) · C  alarm_bell = (window_open OR door_open) AND alarm_on 

After drawing the circuit students have to get the logic expression and the logic table from the 

menu Project/Analyse circuit. 
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3.4.2 Automatic design of logic circuits. 

1 h Computer room logisim software 

 Practice 3:  Automatic design from a logic expression. 

This is the expression that students have to build into a circuit: Q= A·B·C+B 

Ask them to get the circuit and the truth table automatically. They have to learn how to do it 

from the programme help, at the Combinational analysis section. 

You may do a simple demonstration with an easier expression in case they have difficulties 

understanding the help file. 

Place the three inputs and the output and label them. Then go to Project/Analyse circuit to 

introduce the expression in the Expression tab:  A AND NOT (B AND C) OR B. Then click on 

Build circuit. 

In this extract from the help file you can see how to write logic expressions with logisim: 

 

This is the truth table that they should obtain at the end: 
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 Practice 4:  Design a detector of prime numbers. 

In this design students will appreciate the power of design and simulation software to deal with 

complex systems They have to design a logic circuit to detect whether a four-bit number is 

prime or not. The output will be 1 for prime numbers. The prime numbers from 0 to 15 are: 2, 3, 

5, 7, 11 and 13. 

This time getting the expression is difficult. The Combinational analysis tool allows us to set the 

values for the truth table and Build circuit. Before that, students have to convert the prime 

numbers to binary to know which combinations are prime. 
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3.4.3 Adding and visualising. 

1 h Computer room logisim software 

 Practice 5:  Using libraries with integrated circuits. 

Explain that electronic gates are implemented in integrated circuits. The 74XX series of logic 

gates is built with bipolar transistors. These ICs have 14 pins and contain 4 double input gates. 

Two pins are used for power supply. 

Logisim can work with subcircuits. A library contains many subcircuits. Students can download 

the library for the 74XX series from the links section at this webpage: 

http://ozark.hendrix.edu/~burch/logisim/ 

This is the name of the library: 7400 series Logisim library from Ben Oztalay 

You can show more information on these webpages: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7400_series 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_7400_series_integrated_circuits 

These are the chip numbers for the most common gates:  

7400: quad 2-input NAND 

7404: hex inverter 

7402: quad 2-input NOR gate 

7408: quad 2-input AND gate 

7432: quad 2-input OR gate 

After downloading the library file you have to load it into the program. Go to 

Project/load library and choose the library file. Then you can select the ICs 

from the component menu on the left and drag them to the canvas area. 

 

This is the expression that they have to build with the IC subcircuits, instead 

of using logic symbols directly: 

Q = (A NOR B) AND (NOT C) 

And this is the final circuit: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://ozark.hendrix.edu/~burch/logisim/
http://ozark.hendrix.edu/~burch/logisim/download/7400-lib.zip
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7400_series
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_7400_series_integrated_circuits
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Students can see the layout for the gates by right-clicking on a gate. These are the layouts for the 

NOR, AND and NOT gates:  

 

Ask them to obtain the expression and the logic table of the circuit. 

 

 

 

 

The expression is simpler because the program automatically simplifies it. You can ask the 

students about this fact. 

 Practice 6:  Adding binary numbers with logisim. 

Show students the finished circuit and ask them to 

reproduce it. They will need this: 

 Normal inputs and outputs set to 4 bits. 

 An adder from the Arithmetic folder. 

 An hex digit display from the Input/output 

folder, 

This circuit can be used to practise digital-binary 

conversion, binary addition and to introduce the 

hexadecimal code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


